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Abstract
We provide a proof of Connes’ formula for a representative of the Hochschild class of the
Chern character for ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triples. Our proof is valid for all semiﬁnite von
Neumann algebras, and all integral pX1: We employ the minimum possible hypotheses on the
spectral triples.
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1. Introduction
A key result in the quantised calculus of Connes ([10, IV.2.g]) is the formula for
the Hochschild class of the Chern character of a ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple
(these notions are explained below).
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Our aim is to generalise this formula to encompass the situation in which
one uses, instead of the bounded operators on Hilbert space and its various
ideals of compact operators, a general semiﬁnite von Neumann algebra and the
analogous ideals as described for example in [19,26]. Moreover, we aim to prove
the formula in the greatest possible generality with only the absolutely essential
side conditions. This is a delicate matter as regards the amount of smoothness or
regularity necessary. The result has been stated, [21, Theorem 10.32], with the
hypothesis that the algebra be ‘twice quantum differentiable’ (see below), but
the proof appearing in [21, pp. 470–479] does not quite hold with this hypothesis.
We employ the hypothesis of ‘maxf2; p  2g quantum differentiability’, and
while this is sufﬁcient, the necessity of this condition is unknown to us.
Indeed, we only require this stronger hypothesis at one (crucial) point,
Proposition 23, but we isolate the particular statement which uses this hypothesis
in Lemma 2.
A rationale for the extension of Connes’ spectral geometry to the case of general
semiﬁnite von Neumann algebras is presented in [1]. Examples where this notion
arises naturally are non-smooth foliations [1,25], the L2-index theorem (see [24] and
references therein) and L2 spectral ﬂow [3,4].
In order to describe our results some preliminary machinery is needed (all of this is
contained in [10,11] in the type I case). We deal with this in Section 2. We ﬁrst
describe spectral triples for semiﬁnite von Neumann algebras, including deﬁnitions
of smoothness and summability. We then brieﬂy recall the Hochschild and cyclic
cohomology theories, and explain what the Hochschild class of the Chern character
is, and what kind of information it contains.
The last preliminary subsection describes results from [6], where a proof of the
connection between the trace of the heat kernel and the Dixmier trace is presented.
The idea has previously appeared, [10, p. 563], but this is the ﬁrst proof
simultaneously valid for the case p ¼ 1 and the general semiﬁnite case. It is a key
tool in our proof.
Section 3 begins with a statement of the main result and its main corollaries. The
expert reader can skip straight to Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for our result, its corollaries,
and how it relates to the signiﬁcant body of previous work on this general topic. We
then set out the proof as clearly as possible, and in the greatest possible generality.
The proof is considerably simpliﬁed by the assumption of invertibility of the ‘Dirac’
operator D; but a standard construction in K-homology and computations
contained in the appendix show that the result remains true even when this is not
the case.
2. Background material and preliminary results
2.1. Spectral triples
We begin with some semiﬁnite versions of standard deﬁnitions and results.
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Deﬁnition 1. A semiﬁnite spectral triple ðA;H;DÞ is given by a Hilbert spaceH; a
-algebraACN whereN is a semiﬁnite von Neumann algebra acting onH; and a
densely deﬁned unbounded self-adjoint operator D afﬁliated to N such that
(1) ½D; a	 is densely deﬁned and extends to a bounded operator in N for all aAA
(2) ðlDÞ1AKðNÞ for all leR:
HereKðNÞ is the ideal of t-compact operators inN (this is explained in the next
section). We say that ðA;H;DÞ is even if in addition there is a Z2-grading such that
A is even andD is odd. That is an operator G such that G ¼ G; G2 ¼ 1; Ga ¼ aG for
all aAA and DGþ GD ¼ 0: Otherwise, we say that ðA;H;DÞ is odd.
Remark. We will write G in all our formulae, with the understanding that if
ðA;H;DÞ is odd, G ¼ 1 and of course, we drop the assumption that DGþ GD ¼ 0:
Alas, we will also employ the gamma function in this paper, but the meaning of the
symbol ‘G’ should be clear from context. Henceforth, we omit the term semiﬁnite as
it is implied by the use of a faithful normal semiﬁnite trace t on N in all of the
subsequent text.
Deﬁnition 2. A spectral triple ðA;H;DÞ is QCk for kX1 (Q for quantum) if for all
aAA the operators a and ½D; a	 are in the domain of dk where dðTÞ ¼ ½jDj; T 	 is the
(partially deﬁned) derivation onN deﬁned by jDj: We say that ðA;H;DÞ is smooth
if it is QCk for all kX1:
Remark. The notation is meant to be analogous to the classical case, but we
introduce the Q so that there is no confusion between quantum differentiability of
aAA and classical differentiability of functions. We may also speak about a QC0
spectral triple, where only a and ½D; a	 are assumed bounded. We also note that if
TAN; one can show that ½jDj; T 	 is bounded if and only if ½ð1þD2Þ1=2; T 	 is
bounded, by using the functional calculus to show that jDj  ð1þD2Þ1=2 is a
bounded operator and lies in N:
2.1.1. Summability
Recall from [19] that if SAN the t-th generalized singular value of S for each real
t40 is given by
mtðSÞ ¼ inffjjSEjj jE is a projection in N with tð1 EÞptg:
We write T1!!T2 to mean that
R t
0 msðT1Þ dsp
R t
0 msðT2Þ ds for all t40:
Deﬁnition 3. If I is a -ideal inN which is complete in a norm jj  jjI then we will
call I a symmetric operator ideal if
(1) jjSjjIXjjSjj for all SAI;
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(2) jjSjjI ¼ jjSjjI for all SAI;
(3) jjASBjjIpjjAjj jjSjjIjjBjj for all SAI; A; BAN:
SinceI is an ideal in a von Neumann algebra, it follows from I.1.6, Proposition 10
of [13] that if 0pSpT and TAI; then SAI and jjSjjIpjjT jjI:
Such ideals are special cases of symmetric operator spaces (see [26] and references
therein). The main examples of such ideals that we consider in this paper are the
spaces
Lð1;NÞðNÞ ¼ TAN j jjT jjLð1;NÞ :¼ sup
t40
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
msðTÞ dsoN
 
and with p41;
cpðtÞ ¼
t for 0ptp1;
t
11
p for 1pt;
(
Lðp;NÞðNÞ ¼ TAN j jjT jjLðp;NÞ :¼ sup
t40
1
cpðtÞ
Z t
0
msðTÞ dsoN
( )
:
For p41 there is also the equivalent deﬁnition (see for example [26, Section 5])
Lðp;NÞðNÞ ¼ TAN j sup
t40
t
cpðtÞ
mtðTÞoN
( )
:
It is well-known (see e.g. [26]) that for T1AN; T2ALðp;NÞðNÞ; pA½1;NÞ; the
condition T1!!T2 implies that T1ALðp;NÞðNÞ: We denote the norm on Lðp;NÞ
by jj  jjðp;NÞ:
As we will not changeN throughout the paper we will suppress the ðNÞ to lighten
the notation. The reader should note that Lðp;NÞ is often taken to mean an ideal in
the algebra fN of t-measurable operators afﬁliated to N: Our notation is however
consistent with that of [10] in the special caseN ¼ BðHÞ: With this convention the
ideal of t-compact operators, KðNÞ; consists of those TAN (as opposed to fN)
such that
mNðTÞ :¼ lim
t-N
mtðTÞ ¼ 0:
Deﬁnition 4. A spectral triple ðA;H;DÞ is called ðp;NÞ-summable if
ð1þD2Þ1=2ALðp;NÞ:
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We will also require the ideals LpðNÞ and Lðp;1ÞðNÞ; for pX1: An operator
TAN is in LpðNÞ if
jjT jjp :¼ tðjT jpÞ1=poN:
In the Type I setting these are the usual Schatten ideals. Again we will simply write
Lp for these ideals in order to simplify the notation, and denote the norm onLp by
jj  jjp: An operator TAN is in Lðp;1ÞðNÞ if [26],
jjT jjðp;1Þ :¼ 1=p
Z N
0
ðt1=pmtðTÞÞ dt=t
 	
oN:
For p ¼ 1 the ideal Lðp;1Þ coincides with L1: We denote the norm on Lðp;1Þ by
jj  jjðp;1Þ: If 1opoN and 1p þ 1q ¼ 1; then the Ko¨the dual ofLðp;1Þ isLðq;NÞ [16]. For
p ¼ 1 the Ko¨the dual of L1 is just N:
We use the following results repeatedly. They tell us the summability of various
operators associated to a ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple. The results are established
in [7, Propositions 1.1 and 1.2], namely that for any t-measurable operators T1 and
T2 we have
mðT1T2Þ!!mðT1ÞmðT2Þ;
where mðTÞ denotes the function s-msðTÞ: Moreover, for any self-adjoint t-
measurable operators T and S with TX0;
TpSpT implies S!!T :
Lemma 1 (Gracia-Bondia et al. [21] and A. Carey et al. [5]). Let ðA;H;DÞ be a
ðp;NÞ-summable QCk spectral triple, kX0; with pX1 and D invertible. Then for all
aAA
½F ; a	; ½F ; dðaÞ	;y; ½F ; dkðaÞ	ALðp;NÞ;
where F ¼ DjDj1:
Proof. We start with the formula
jDj1 ¼ 1
p
Z N
0
ðlþD2Þ1 dlﬃﬃﬃ
l
p :
This is used to rewrite ½F ; a	 in the following way:
½F ; a	 ¼ ½DjDj1; a	 ¼ ½D; a	jDj1 þD½jDj1; a	
¼ 1
p
Z N
0
ð½D; a	ðlþD2Þ1 þD½ðlþD2Þ1; a	Þ dlﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
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¼ 1
p
Z N
0
ð½D; a	ðlþD2Þ1 D2ðlþD2Þ1½D; a	ðlþD2Þ1
DðlþD2Þ1½D; a	DðlþD2Þ1Þ dlﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
¼ 1
p
Z N
0
ðlðlþD2Þ1½D; a	ðlþD2Þ1 DðlþD2Þ1½D; a	DðlþD2Þ1Þ dlﬃﬃﬃ
l
p :
The second last equality comes from [3, Lemma 2.3], whose proof requires only
QC0; as opposed to the usual resolvent calculation which requires QC1: The ﬁnal
equality comes from D2ðlþD2Þ1 ¼ 1 lðlþD2Þ1: We now suppose that a ¼
a so that ½D; a	 ¼ ½D; a	 and similarly for ½F ; a	: Then we may employ the
inequality
jj½D; a	jjTTpT½D; a	Tpjj½D; a	jjTT
for all TAN: Applying this inequality under the above integral yields
½F ; a	p jj½D; a	jj
p
Z N
0
ðlþD2Þ1 dlﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
¼ jj½D; a	jj jDj1;
and similarly ½F ; a	X jj½D; a	jj jDj1: Thus ½F ; a	!!jj½D; a	jj jDj1; in particular
½F ; a	ALðp;NÞ; and by linearity this is true for all aAA: However, for not necessarily
self-adjoint aAA; the precise inequality is
½F ; a	!!ðjj½D; ReðaÞ	jj þ jj½D; ImðaÞ	jjÞjDj1: ð1Þ
From the comments in Deﬁnition 3, this shows that ½F ; a	ALðp;NÞ: The remainder of
the result is proved using the same argument by replacing a by diðaÞ; for i ¼ 1;y; k;
and using the boundedness of ½D; diðaÞ	 ¼ dið½D; a	Þ: &
The following lemma is a consequence of the previous result. This is the point at
which more smoothness than QC2 is required. The analogous statement in [21,
Lemma 10.27], is a little lax about the degree of smoothness necessary to perform the
iterated commutators with jDj in the proof.
Lemma 2. Let pX1 and k ¼ maxf1; p  2g: Suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a
QCk ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple with D invertible. For all a0;y; ap1AA; and
TAN-domðdÞ; the operators
jDjp2a0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	FT jDj and jDjTa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jDjp2
are densely defined and bounded (or, more accurately, extend to bounded operators).
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that in [21]. First, the triple is at least
QC1; so ½F ; a	jDj ¼ ½D; a	  FdðaÞ is bounded for all aAA: This allows one to check
the cases p ¼ 1; 2: For p42 we have
jDjp2a0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	FT jDj
¼
Xp2
j¼0
p  2
j
 	
d jða0ÞjDjp2j½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	FðjDjT  dðTÞÞ
and similarly for the other operator. Now ½F ; ap1	ðjDjT  dðTÞÞ is bounded and in
N; since the triple is QC1 and TAdomðdÞ: Similarly j ¼ p  1; p  2; jDjp2j½F ; a1	
is bounded and in N; and of course d jða0Þ is bounded for 0pjpp  2 since the
triple is QCp2: Hence, we may consider only those terms with 0pjpp  3:
One now continues to take commutators, observing that we obtain a sum of
bounded operators in N plus the term
a0jDj½F ; a1	jDj½F ; a2	?jDj½F ; ap2	½F ; ap1	jDjFT
which is bounded and in N since the triple is QC1: Similar comments apply to the
second operator. &
2.2. Hochschild and cyclic cohomology
For a locally convex unital algebra A; we denote by CnðAÞ the linear space of
continuous n þ 1-multilinear functionals on Anþ1: The Hochschild coboundary of
fACnðAÞ is the functional bfACnþ1ðAÞ deﬁned by
ðbfÞða0;y; anþ1Þ ¼fða0a1; a2;y; anþ1Þ
þ
Xn
i¼1
ð1Þifða0;y; aiaiþ1;y; anþ1Þ
þ ð1Þnþ1fðanþ1a0; a1;y; anÞ; a0;y; anþ1AA:
One can easily check that b2 ¼ 0: The Hochschild cohomology, denoted
HHðA;AÞ; is then the cohomology of the complex ðCðAÞ; bÞ: The notation is
explained in [23]. We denote the space of Hochschild k-cocycles by ZkðAÞ:
Let CnlðAÞ be the subspace of CnðAÞ consisting of functionals f such that
fða0;y; anÞ ¼ ð1Þnfðan; a0;y; an1Þ; a0;y; anAA:
The Hochschild coboundary maps CnlðAÞ to Cnþ1l ðAÞ; so we can deﬁne the cyclic
cohomology of A; denoted HCðAÞ; to be the cohomology of the complex
ðClðAÞ; bÞ: The space of cyclic cocycles is denoted ZlðAÞ:
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Connes shows that there is a long exact sequence, [10, III.1.g],
?!B HCpðAÞ!S HCpþ2ðAÞ!I HHpþ2ðA;AÞ!B HCpþ1ðAÞ!S ?;
where I is the map induced on cohomology by the inclusion of complexes
CnlðAÞ+CnðAÞ: The operator B will not concern us in this paper, see [23, 10,
III.1.g], however the periodicity operator S is important for three reasons. The ﬁrst
reason is that cyclic cohomology groups are ﬁltered by powers of S; so in general
HCkðAÞ consists of (classes of) sums
fk þ Sfk2 þ S2fk4 þ?þ S½k=2	fk2½k=2	;
where fj is cyclic, bfj ¼ 0; j ¼ k  2½k=2	;y; k: As Image S ¼ ker I ; we have
Iðfk þ?þ S½k=2	fk2½k=2	Þ ¼ IðfkÞ:
Consequently, pairing a cyclic cocycle f with a Hochschild cycle yields the same
result as pairing the Hochschild class of the cyclic cocycle f with a Hochschild cycle.
Equivalently, any cocycle in the image of S has zero Hochschild class.
Secondly, because S : HCnðAÞ-HCnþ2ðAÞ for all n; we may deﬁne even periodic
cyclic cohomology as the inductive limit HevðAÞ :¼ lim-ðHC2nðAÞ; SÞ; and
similarly the odd periodic cyclic cohomology as HoddðAÞ :¼ lim- ðHC2nþ1ðAÞ; SÞ:
Thirdly, we use constructions closely related to the periodicity operator in the
appendix to complete the proof of our main result for the case where our spectral
triple ðA;H;DÞ has D noninvertible.
The (dual) homology theories require more care regarding the completeness ofA
and the appropriate tensor product. We only need Hochschild cycles (not their
classes), so we may ignore these difﬁculties in this paper. We only require the
deﬁnition of the Hochschild boundary. If c ¼Pni¼1 ai0#ai1#?#aik then
bc ¼ b
Xn
i¼1
ai0#a
i
1#?#a
i
k
 !
¼
Xn
i¼1
ai0a
i
1#a
i
2#?#a
i
k
þ
Xn
i¼1
Xk1
j¼1
ð1Þ jai0#?#aijaijþ1#?#aik
þ ð1Þk
Xn
i¼1
aika
i
0#?#a
i
k1:
We say that c is a Hochschild cycle if bc ¼ 0: When the Hochschild homology is well
deﬁned we denote it by HHðAÞ:
An important point is that if f is a k  1-multilinear functional, and c is a
Hochschild k-cycle, ðbfÞðcÞ ¼ fðbcÞ ¼ 0; so the pairing of a Hochschild coboundary
with a Hochschild cycle vanishes. This follows immediately from the deﬁnitions.
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Our only result in this section consists of a mild generalisation of a standard result
for the behaviour of Hochschild (co)homology with respect to derivations. This
result will simplify many later computations.
Lemma 3. Let N be a semifinite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert
space H: Let ACN be a -subalgebra, and MCN an A-bimodule. Suppose that
d1;y; dk :A-N are derivations such that the products d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞTAM for all
a1;y; akAA; where TAN is fixed. If f :M-C is a linear functional and we define
*fACkðAÞ via:
*fða0;y; akÞ ¼ fða0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞTÞ;
then the Hochschild coboundary of *f is
ðb *fÞða0;y; akþ1Þ ¼ ð1Þkfða0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞakþ1T  akþ1a0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞTÞ:
Proof. We prove this by induction. For k ¼ 1 we have
ðb *fÞða0; a1; a2Þ ¼fða0a1dða2ÞT  a0dða1a2ÞT þ a2a0dða1ÞTÞ
¼  fða0dða1Þa2T  a2a0dða1ÞTÞ:
The derivation property shows that the ﬁrst of these terms is still inM; so the k ¼ 1
case is true. So we now suppose the result is true for all nok: Then
ðb *fÞða0;y; akþ1Þ ¼fða0a1d1ða2Þ?dkðakþ1ÞTÞ
þ
Xk
i¼1
ð1Þifða0d1ða1Þ?diðaiaiþ1Þ?dkðakþ1ÞTÞ
þ ð1Þkþ1fðakþ1a0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞTÞ
¼ ðb #fÞða0;y; akÞ  ð1Þkfðaka0d1ða1Þ?dk1ðak1Þdkðakþ1ÞTÞ
þ ð1Þkfða0d1ða1Þ?dk1ðak1Þdkðakakþ1ÞT
þ ð1Þkþ1fðakþ1a0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞTÞ:
Here
#fða0;y; ak1Þ ¼ fða0d1ða1Þ?dk1ðak1Þðdkðakþ1ÞTÞÞ:
Note that by hypothesis, the product of d1ða1Þ?dk1ðak1Þ and dkðakþ1ÞT
is in M:
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By induction we have
ðb #fÞða0;y; akÞ ¼ ð1Þk1fða0d1ða1Þ?dk1ðak1Þakdkðakþ1ÞTÞ
 ð1Þk1fðaka0d1ða1Þ?dk1ðak1Þdkðakþ1ÞTÞ:
Thus we have
ðb *fÞða0;y; akþ1Þ ¼ ð1Þkfða0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞakþ1T  akþ1a0d1ða1Þ?dkðakÞTÞ: &
Thus the derivations need not all be the same to obtain the usual result linking
Hochschild homology and derivations, [23, p. 84]. We will mostly be interested in the
case where the bimodule M is the ideal Lð1;NÞ; but we also use M ¼L1:
Our next aim is to deﬁne the Chern character of a ﬁnitely summable Fredholm
module. First we need a deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 5. A pre-Fredholm module for a unital Banach -algebra A is a pair
ðH; FÞ where A is (continuously) represented in N (a semiﬁnite von Neumann
algebra acting on H) and F is a self-adjoint Breuer–Fredholm operator in N
satisfying:
1. 1 F2AKN; and
2. ½F ; a	AKN for aAA:
If 1 F2 ¼ 0 we drop the preﬁx ‘‘pre-’’.
If, in addition, our module satisﬁes:
10: 1 F 2ALðp=2;NÞ
20: ½F ; a	ALðp;NÞ for a dense set of aAA: We say ðH; FÞ is ðp;NÞ-summable.
We say that ðH; FÞ is even if there is an operator G such that G ¼ G;G2 ¼ 1;
½G; a	 ¼ 0 for all aAA and fG;Dg ¼ 0; otherwise ðH; FÞ is odd.
Remark. Here and throughout the rest of the paper, if po2 we interpret TALðp=2;NÞ
as indicating that Tp=2ALð1;NÞ which implies that TAL1:
Let ðH; FÞ be a p þ 1-summable Fredholm module for A with F 2 ¼ 1; [10,
IV.1.a], that is, we have ½F ; a	ALpþ1ðNÞ for all aAA: In particular if ðH; FÞ is
ðp;NÞ-summable then it is ðp þ 1Þ-summable.
The Chern character of ðH; FÞ is the class in periodic cyclic cohomology of the
cocycles
lnt0ðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; an	Þ; a0;y; anAA; nXp; n  p even:
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Here ln are constants ensuring that this collection of cocycles yields a well-deﬁned
periodic class, and they are given by
ln ¼
ð1Þnðn1Þ=2G n
2
þ 1
 
; n even;ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2i
p ð1Þnðn1Þ=2G n
2
þ 1
 
; n odd:
8><>:
The ‘conditional trace’ (or, super-trace) t0 is deﬁned by
t0ðTÞ ¼ 1
2
tðFðFT þ TFÞÞ;
provided FT þ TFAL1ðNÞ (as it is in our case, see [10, p. 293]). Note that if
TAL1ðNÞ we have (using the trace property and F 2 ¼ 1)
t0ðTÞ ¼ tðTÞ: ð2Þ
This class is represented by the cyclic cocycle ChFAC
p
lðAÞ
ChF ða0;y; apÞ ¼ lpt0ðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	Þ; a0;y; apAA:
If we only have a pre-Fredholm module ðH; FÞ; there is a canonical procedure
described in [10, p. 310] (and [1] in the general semiﬁnite context) associating to
ðH; FÞ a Fredholm module ðH0; F 0Þ: The Chern character of ðH; FÞ is then deﬁned
to be the Chern character of ðH0; F 0Þ: The Fredholm module ðH0; F 0Þ has the same
summability as ðH; FÞ: We will not require the explicit form of this procedure, as we
will now show that we have a more amenable procedure at our disposal.
Our next task is to show that if our spectral triple ðA;H;DÞ is such that D is not
invertible, we can replace it by a new spectral triple in the same K-homology class in
which the unbounded operator is invertible. This is not a precise statement in the
general semiﬁnite case, as our spectral triples will not deﬁne K-homology classes in
the usual sense. When we say that two spectral triples are in the same K-homology
class, we shall take this to mean that the associated pre-Fredholm modules are
operator homotopic up to the addition of degenerate Fredholm modules (see [22] for
these notions, which make sense in our context).
Deﬁnition 6. Let ðA;H;DÞ be a spectral triple. For any mAR\f0g; deﬁne the
‘double’ of ðA;H;DÞ to be the spectral triple ðA;H2;DmÞ withH2 ¼H"H; and
the action of A and Dm given by
Dm ¼
D m
m D
 	
; a-
a 0
0 0
 	
8aAA:
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Remark. WhetherD is invertible or not,Dm always is invertible, and Fm ¼ DmjDmj1
has square 1. This is the chief reason for introducing this construction. We need to
ensure that by doing so we do not alter the (co)homological data.
Lemma 4. The K-homology classes of ðA;H;DÞ and ðA;H2;DmÞ are the same.
A representative of this class is ðH2; FmÞ with Fm ¼ DmjDmj1:
Proof. The K-homology class of ðA;H;DÞ is represented by the pre-Fredholm
module ðH; FDÞ with FD ¼ Dð1þD2Þ1=2 while ½ðA;H2;DmÞ	 is represented by the
pre-Fredholm module ðH2; FDmÞ with FDm ¼ Dmð1þD2mÞ1=2 (we describe (pre)-
Fredholm modules in Section 2.2). The one parameter family ðH; FDmÞ0pmpM is a
continuous operator homotopy, [3,22], from ðH2; FDM Þ to the direct sum of two pre-
Fredholm modules
ðH; FDÞ"ðH;FDÞ
and in the odd case, the second pre-Fredholm module is operator homotopic to
ðH; 1Þ by the straight line path, sinceA is represented by zero on this module. In the
even case we ﬁnd the second pre-Fredholm module is homotopic to
H;
0 1
1 0
 	 	
;
the matrix decomposition being with respect to the Z2-grading of H: Thus in both
the even and odd cases the second module is degenerate, i.e. F2 ¼ 1; F ¼ F  and
½F ; a	 ¼ 0 for all aAA; and so the K-homology class of ðH2; FDM Þ; written
½ðH2; FDM Þ	; is the K-homology class of ðH; FDÞ: In addition, the Fredholm module
ðH2; FmÞ with Fm ¼ DmjDmj1 is operator homotopic to ðH2; FDmÞ via
t-Dmðt þD2mÞ1=2 0ptp1:
This provides the desired representative. &
The most basic consequence of Lemma 4, and the reason for proving it, comes
from the following (see [10, IV.1.g; 9] for the proof).
Proposition 5. The periodic cyclic cohomology class of the Chern character of a finitely
summable Fredholm module depends only on its K-homology class.
In the general semiﬁnite case this should be interpreted as saying that two pre-
Fredholm modules which are operator homotopic up to the addition of degenerate
Fredholm modules have the same Chern character. In particular, therefore, the
Chern characters of ðA;H;DÞ and ðA;H2;DmÞ have the same class in periodic
cyclic cohomology, and this can be computed using the Fredholm module ðH2; FmÞ:
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Using Connes’ exact sequence, [10, III.1.g],
?!B HCpðAÞ!S HCpþ2ðAÞ !I HHpþ2ðA;AÞ!B HCpþ1ðAÞ!S ?
we see that the Hochschild class of ChF is the image of the cyclic cohomology class of
ChF under the map I induced by the inclusion of the cyclic complex in the
Hochschild complex. This class is the noncommutative analogue of the integral
representing the fundamental class. To see this, recall that for the Dirac operator D
on a closed spin manifold X we have
ChðDÞðÞ ¼ const
Z
X
4Aˆ ¼ const
Z
X
41þ
Z
X
4  1
24
p1
 	
þ?
 	
:
Here Aˆ is the A-roof genus, pi are the Pontryagin classes, and regarding ChðDÞ as an
element of de Rham homology, this formula tells us how to evaluate ChðDÞ on
elements of the exterior algebra of the manifold. In particular, restricting to
differential forms of top degree (volume forms) we have
ChðDÞð f0df14?4dfdim X Þ ¼ const
Z
X
f0 df14?4dfdim X :
Hence the Hochschild class of the Chern character yields the usual integration of a
ðdim XÞ-form. This gives not only justiﬁcation for the identiﬁcation and study of this
Hochschild class, but also a heuristic for understanding the measurability described
in Corollary 11 (see Section 3.1).
Before leaving Chern characters, we note that the hypothesis of ðp;NÞ-
summability may be supplemented by Connes–Moscovici’s discrete and ﬁnite
dimension spectrum hypothesis [12]. With this extra hypothesis one obtains a new
representative of the Chern character expressed in terms of the operator D: Using
this representative, it is straightforward to identify the Hochschild class, and this
agrees with the result stated in [10, IV.2.g] and described here. However, the results
concerning measurability (described later), arguably the most important conse-
quence of Theorem 10, are rendered trivial, as the dimension spectrum hypothesis
includes an assumption of measurability.
2.3. The Dixmier trace and the heat kernel
Normally a Dixmier trace on the t-compact operators means a positive linear
functional which is constructed in the following way. One composes a positive
element o of the dual of LNðRþÞ with the map which takes compact operators to the
Cesaro mean (described below) of their singular values (where the latter is thought of
as an element of LNðRþÞ: The positive functional o is also required to agree with the
ordinary limit on functions which have a limit at inﬁnity.
The composition of any such o from LNðRþÞ which is vanishing on C0ðRþÞ with
the Cesaro mean operator produces a functional which is (almost) dilation invariant
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and with which it is possible to deﬁne a non-normal trace (see [8]). We shall call such
functionals Dixmier functionals and such non-normal traces Dixmier traces (see
below).
A key technical lemma we will exploit uses the asymptotics of the trace of the heat
operator forD to construct the singular or Dixmier trace that appears in Theorem 10
when we have a particular kind of Dixmier functional o:
Deﬁnition 7. The Cesaro mean on LNðRþÞ; where Rþ is the multiplicative group of
the positive reals, is given by
MðgÞðtÞ ¼ 1
log t
Z t
1
gðsÞ ds
s
for gALNðRþÞ; t40:
Deﬁnition 8. We deﬁne the following maps on LNðRþÞ: Let Da denote dilation by
aARþ and let P
a denote exponentiation by aARþ: That is,
Dað f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðaxÞ for fALNðRÞ; and
Pað f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxaÞ for fALNðRþÞ:
we deﬁne G to be the set Rþ  Rþ with multiplication:
ðs; tÞðx; yÞ ¼ ðsxt; tyÞ:
One of the main observations of [1,6] is that in addition to dilation and
Cesaro invariance, invariance under the operators Pa ðaARþÞ is critical in one
key step of the proof of the zeta function representation of a Dixmier trace.
We denote by C0ðRþÞ the continuous functions on Rþ vanishing at inﬁnity.
We will need the existence of a G-invariant, M invariant Dixmier functional on
LNðRþÞ:
Theorem 6 (Carey et al. [6]). There exists a state O on LNðRþÞ satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) OðC0ðRþÞÞ  0:
(2) If f is real-valued in LNðRþÞ then
ess lim-inf t-N f ðtÞpOð f Þpess lim-supt-N f ðtÞ:
(3) If the essential support of f is compact then Oð f Þ ¼ 0:
(4) For all cARþ; OðDcf Þ ¼ Oð f Þ for all fALNðRþÞ:
(5) For all aARþ and all fAL
NðRþÞ OðPaf Þ ¼ Oð f Þ:
(6) For all fALNðRþÞ; OðMf Þ ¼ Oð f Þ:
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The approach of [6] as described in Theorem 6 is to construct what might be more
appropriately be termed a ‘maximally invariant Dixmier functional’. This maximal
invariance is what is required to establish the zeta function representation of a
Dixmier trace (and hence the heat kernel formula for Lð1;NÞ) in full generality.
Weaker conditions sufﬁce for the case of Lðp;NÞ; p41; essentially because the map
T-Tp taking Lðp;NÞ to Lð1;NÞ is not surjective and in fact the image is a smaller
ideal consisting of compact operators T whose singular values satisfy, for some
C40; the inequality msðTÞpC=s for s sufﬁciently large; see [6] for further discussion.
A notation we will often use is to write, for a given function fALNðRþÞ and
Dixmier functional o; oð f Þ ¼ o-liml-N f ðlÞ: In particular, we will be interested in
applying such functionals to the function
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
msðTÞ ds;
where TALð1;NÞ is positive. This is the Dixmier trace associated to the semiﬁnite
normal trace t; denoted to; and we extend it to all of Lð1;NÞ by linearity. The
Dixmier trace to is deﬁned on the ideal Lð1;NÞ; and vanishes on the ideal of trace
class operators. This latter fact is used repeatedly throughout the paper without
further comment.
Let TX0 and deﬁne eT
2
as the operator that is zero on ker T and on ker T> is
deﬁned in the usual way by the functional calculus. We remark that if TX0;
TALðp;NÞ for some pX1 then etT
2
is trace class for all t40: Then we have
Theorem 7 (Carey et al. [6]). If AAN; TX0; TALðp;NÞ then,
O-lim
l-N
l1tðAel2=pT2Þ ¼ Gðp=2þ 1ÞtOðATpÞ
for OALNðRþÞ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.
Remark. The reason for the citation of [6] for this result is that we require the case
p ¼ 1; and this is the only place where this is established. For p41; however, see [10,
p. 563, 21].
To use this result in this paper we will apply it to the case where T ¼ ð1þD2Þ1=2
or T ¼ jDj1 if D has bounded inverse. Then a simple but useful corollary of this
theorem is that for pX1 and jDj1ALðp;NÞ the function on Rþ given by
t-tptðAet2D2Þ
is bounded. This follows from setting l1 ¼ tp and T ¼ jDj1: Or in other
words
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Lemma 8. If pX1 and ðA;H;DÞ is a ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple with D
invertible, then there exists a constant Cp40 such that
tðet2D2ÞpCptp for t40:
A fact that we will frequently require is the following.
Proposition 9 (Carey et al. [6], Cipriani et al. [8], Fack [18]). The Dixmier trace to
associated to a Dixmier functional o defines a trace on the algebra of a QC1 ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple via
a/toðað1þD2Þp=2Þ:
3. The Hochschild class of the Chern character
3.1. Statement of the main result
Our main result is the general semiﬁnite version of a Type I result in [10, IV.2.g]
which identiﬁes the Hochschild class of the Chern character of a ðp;NÞ-summable
spectral triple. With the preliminary deﬁnitions out of the way, we can now state our
main result:
Theorem 10. Let ðA;H;DÞ be a QCk ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple with pX1
integral and k ¼ maxf2; p  2g: Then
(1) A Hochschild cocycle on A is defined by
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap	ð1þD2Þp=2Þ;
(2) For all Hochschild p-cycles cACpðAÞ (i.e., bc ¼ 0),
/fo; cS ¼ /IChFD ; cS;
where ChFD is the Chern character in cyclic cohomology of the pre-Fredholm
module over A with FD ¼ Dð1þD2Þ1=2:
Remark. Here to is the Dixmier trace associated to any Dixmier functional o: The
two most important corollaries of Theorem 10 are the following.
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Corollary 11. Let ðA;H;DÞ be as in Theorem 10. If c ¼Pi ai0#ai1#?#aip is a
Hochschild p-cycle, then
G
X
i
ai0½D; ai1	?½D; aip	ð1þD2Þp=2
is measurable in the sense of Connes.
Remark. An operator TALð1;NÞ is measurable (in the sense of Connes) if the
o-limit
o-lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
msðTÞ ds
is independent of the choice of o: We will include a proof of Corollary 11 (an
important result) as part of the proof of Theorem 10.
Corollary 12. With ðA;H;DÞ as in Theorem 10, and supposing that ChFD pairs
nontrivially with HHpðAÞ; then
toðð1þD2Þp=2Þa0:
Remark. The hypothesis of the Corollary is that there exists some Hochschild p-
cycle such that /IChFD ; cSa0: Computing this pairing using Theorem 10 above, we
see that ð1þD2Þp=2 cannot have zero Dixmier trace for any choice of Dixmier
functional o: For if ð1þD2Þp=2 did have vanishing Dixmier trace, and c ¼P
i a
i
0#?#a
i
p is any Hochschild cycle
j/IChFD ; cSj ¼
X
i
toðGai0½D; ai1	?½D; aip	ð1þD2Þp=2Þ


p
X
i
jjGai0½D; ai1	?½D; aip	jjtoðð1þD2Þp=2Þ ¼ 0:
Hence if the pairing is nontrivial, the Dixmier trace cannot vanish on ð1þD2Þp=2:
During the course of the proof we will always suppose that we have a spectral triple
ðA;H;DÞ with D invertible, by replacing ðA;H;DÞ by ðA;H2;DmÞ if necessary.
Despite knowing that the cyclic classes of the Chern characters of these two triples
coincide, by Lemma 4 and Proposition 5, and so their Hochschild classes also
coincide, we have not yet shown this is true for the speciﬁc representative displayed
in Theorem 10. A proof that this is indeed the case can be found in the appendix.
Before discussing the proof any further, we show that the functional fo is indeed a
Hochschild cocycle.
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Lemma 13. Let pX1 and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC1 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral
triple. Then the multilinear functional
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap	ð1þD2Þp=2Þ
is a Hochschild cocycle.
Proof. By Lemma 3 and the trace property of the Dixmier trace, we have
ðbfoÞða0;y; apÞ ¼ ð1Þp1lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap1	apð1þD2Þp=2Þ
 ð1Þp1lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap1	ð1þD2Þp=2apÞ:
As ðA;H;DÞ is QC1;
½ð1þD2Þp=2; ap	 ¼ 
Xp1
k¼0
ð1þD2ÞðpkÞ=2½ð1þD2Þ1=2; ap	ð1þD2Þð1þkÞ=2;
and this is trace class. So apð1þD2Þp=2 ¼ ð1þD2Þp=2ap modulo trace class
operators, and so the two terms above cancel. &
Thus to show that fo is a Hochschild cocycle is relatively simple, and does not
require the full smoothness assumptions of Theorem 10. Of course the important
aspects of Theorem 10 are that fo is a representative of the Hochschild class of the
Chern character, and the measurability of ‘p-forms’.
3.2. What was previously known
This theorem, forN ¼ BðHÞ and 1opoN (p integral) was proved in lectures by
Alain Connes at the Colle`ge de France in 1990. A version of this argument appeared
in [21]. The extension of this argument to general semi-ﬁnite von Neumann algebras,
with the additional hypothesis that D have bounded inverse, is presented in the
preprint of Benameur–Fack [1] and we thank the authors for bringing it to our
attention. It provided an impetus to our work. Some supplementary details in the
proof were given to us by Fack, and we thank him for his notes [18]. In addition, a
simpler strategy using the pseudodifferential calculus of Connes–Moscovici [12], was
communicated to us by Higson. In conjunction with the results in [6], Higson’s
argument appears to generalise to the semiﬁnite case as well as giving an alternate
proof of Theorem 10, however we will not describe the details here.
The extension of these earlier results which our Theorem 10 implies are:
(1) For the ﬁrst time we provide a proof for the case p ¼ 1 (the proof in this case
overcomes some serious technical obstacles).
(2) We dispense with the hypothesis in the type IIN case that D has bounded
inverse. This is crucial due to the ‘zero-in-the-spectrum’ phenomenon for D
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(that is, for type II N; zero is generically in the point and/or continuous
spectrum [20]) and is not just the simple problem posed by non-trivial kerD:
(3) Importantly, our strategy of proof is the same for all pX1; is independent of the
type of the von Neumann algebra N and is simpler than previously published
arguments.
We now come to the proof of Theorem 10. The general form of the technical
estimates, and so the basic structure of the analytic parts of the proof, are based on a
synthesis of our understanding of the arguments in [1,21]. These in turn have their
origin in the original arguments of Connes. The latter parts of the argument where
we need to construct various cohomologies in the Hochschild theory to arrive at the
functional in the statement of the theorem, closely follow the argument in [21].
Our method of proof is in some ways more direct than these other approaches. In
particular we do not need to prove our technical estimates for general functions ofD;
only the particular functions that allow us to employ the heat kernel approach to the
Dixmier trace. The chief novelty (and difﬁculty) of this direct approach is that we
can deal with the case p ¼ 1: For this approach the assumption of [21] that the
functions of D involved are compactly supported is of no use and various technical
estimates in [1,10,21] are not available.
3.3. Functional calculus preliminaries
In this subsection, we establish some trace and commutator estimates for certain
functions of jDj: We will work exclusively with one function, however the deﬁnition
of this function depends on the value of p: Moreover there are substantial differences
between the even and odd cases, and for technical reasons we also require estimates
involving square roots of functions.
For pX1 an integer, and xX0 deﬁne
erfpðxÞ ¼ pGðp
2
þ 1Þ
Z x
0
r p1er
2
dr: ð3Þ
Using Z N
0
r p1er
2
dr ¼ Gðp=2Þ
2
¼ Gð
p
2
þ 1Þ
p
;
we have erfpðNÞ ¼ 1 and erfpð0Þ ¼ 0: Now deﬁne
fpðxÞ ¼
1 erfpðxÞ; xX0;
1 ð1ÞperfpðxÞ; xp0:

ð4Þ
Then we have fpð0Þ ¼ 1; fpðNÞ ¼ 0 and
fp
0ðxÞ ¼ p
Gðp
2
þ 1Þ x
p1ex
2
: ð5Þ
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For p even and all xAR or p odd and xX0 we can write
fpðxÞ ¼ 1 erfpðjxjÞ
¼ p
Gðp=2þ 1Þ
Z N
1
xpsp1es
2x2 ds
¼ cðpÞ
Z N
1
xpsp1es
2x2 ds: ð6Þ
We will see shortly that fp is Schwartz class for p even. However for p odd, while
fpðxÞ-0 rapidly as x-þN; as x-N; fpðxÞ-2: The reason we have deﬁned the
function in this way is to obtain smoothness at x ¼ 0; and the important part of the
deﬁnition is for xX0 anyway. For instance, we have our ﬁrst estimate.
Lemma 14. Let pX1 and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC0 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral
triple with D invertible. If h is either of the functions fp or
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fp
p
then for t40
jjhðtjDjÞjj1pChtp:
Proof. Let dfl ¼ dtðElÞ be the scalar spectral measure for jDj; and consider the
function
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fp
p
: We have by Lemma 8.2 of [4]
tð ﬃﬃﬃﬃfpp ðtjDjÞÞ ¼ pGðp
2
þ 1Þ
 	1=2
t
Z N
1
sp1tpjDjpes2t2D2 ds
 	1=2 !
¼ t
pp
Gðp
2
þ 1Þ
 	1=2Z N
0
Z N
1
sp1lpes
2t2l2 ds
 	1=2
dfl
p t
pp
Gðp
2
þ 1Þ
 	1=2Z N
0
lp=2et
2l2=4
Z N
1
sp1es
2t2l2=2 ds
 	1=2
dfl
p t
pp
Gðp
2
þ 1Þ
 	1=2Z N
0
lp=2et
2l2=4
Z N
0
sp1es
2t2l2=2 ds
 	1=2
dfl
¼ t
pp
Gðp
2
þ 1Þ
 	1=2Z N
0
lp=2et
2l2=4ðGðp=2Þlptp2
p
21Þ1=2 dfl
¼ 2
p
4
Z N
0
et
2l2=4 dfl
¼ 2
p
4tðeðt=2Þ2D2Þ
pCtp;
where the last line follows from the heat kernel estimate Lemma 8. The same method
applies to yield the result for h ¼ fp also. &
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The above lemma required knowledge of fp for positive arguments, so for p odd,
we are free to alter the deﬁnition in any reasonable way for negative values.
So for pX1 odd, and for some k40; deﬁne
fpðxÞ ¼
1 erfpðxÞ; xX0;
1þ erfpðxÞ; kpxp0;
gðxÞ; xp k:
8><>:
Here we take gðxÞ ¼ QðxÞex2 ; where Q is a polynomial. We may choose to make fp
a Cl function at k; and this will require taking Q to be of order l:
Lemma 15. For p even
fpðxÞ ¼
X½p2=2	
i¼0
cðp  2iÞ
2
xp22iex
2
:
When p is odd and pX3; and xX0 we have
fpðxÞ ¼
X½p2=2	
i¼0
cðp  2iÞ
2
xp22iex
2 þ f1ðxÞ:
Proof. Integration by parts using the formulae in Eq. (6), and the observation that
for all integers pX3
cðpÞ
cðp  2Þ
ðp  2Þ
2
¼ 1: &
Observe that the lemma shows that for p even, the function fp is Schwartz class.
Indeed, f
1=2
p is Schwartz class. This follows because fpðxÞ ¼ PðxÞex2 where P is an
even polynomial with a nonzero constant term. Thus
df
1=2
p
dx
¼ ðP
0ðxÞ  2xPðxÞÞex2=2
PðxÞ1=2
; ð7Þ
from which it is easy to see that f
1=2
p has derivatives of all orders, and they are all of
rapid decrease.
For p odd we will have a rapidly decaying function also, but only Cl at k; where
we may choose l as large as we like. To see this for large positive x we require the
following result [17].
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Lemma 16. There is an asymptotic expansion of
f1ðxÞ ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃpp
Z N
x
es
2
ds
as x-þN of the form
f1ðxÞBe
x2ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
x
1 2!ð2xÞ2 þ
4!
2!ð2xÞ4 
6!
3!ð2xÞ6 þ?
" #
:
Proof. The function f1 is precisely the complementary error function ( for positive x),
and there is a standard asymptotic expansion for x large and positive
erfcðxÞ ¼ f1ðxÞBe
x2ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
x
1 2!ð2xÞ2 þ
4!
2!ð2xÞ4 
6!
3!ð2xÞ6 þ?
" #
: &
At this point we know enough to proceed when p is even, but for the estimates we
wish to prove next, we require more information for p odd.
For p odd, our deﬁnition of fp ensures that x
mf
1=2
p is integrable for all mX0; so the
Fourier transform of f
1=2
p is smooth, and of course lies in C0ðRÞ: If we deﬁne fp so
that it is Cl ; then the ﬁrst l derivatives of f
1=2
p will also have smooth Fourier
transform, contained in C0ðRÞ; using Lemma 15 and an argument similar to that in
Eq. (7). So for lXi þ 2; the Fourier transform of @if 1=2p is in L1ðRÞ: This follows
because
dð@iþ2f 1=2p ÞðxÞ-0 as jxj-N;
so
jx2 dð@if 1=2p ÞðxÞj-0 as jxj-N;
which tells us that
j dð@if 1=2p ÞðxÞj ¼ oðjxj2Þ as jxj-N:
Choosing lX4 then tells us that in both the even and odd casesZ
R
jxidf 1=2p ðxÞj dxoN; i ¼ 1; 2: ð8Þ
We use this to formulate two commutator estimates.
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Lemma 17. If ðA;H;DÞ is a QC1 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple then
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	jj1pCa;fp;ptpþ1:
Proof. Writing h ¼ f 1=2p ; we have the straightforward calculation
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	jj1 ¼ jjhðtjDjÞ½hðtjDjÞ; a	 þ ½hðtjDjÞ; a	hðtjDjÞjj1
p 2jj½hðtjDjÞ; a	jjNjjhðtjDjÞjj1
p 2Cptjj½jDj; a	jjNjjbhðxÞxjj1tp
¼Ca;fp;ptpþ1:
The last inequality comes from Lemma 14 and
½hðtjDjÞ; a	 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
Z
R
hˆðsÞ½eitsjDj; a	 ds
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
Z
R
hˆðsÞis
Z 1
0
eitsrjDj½tjDj; a	eið1rÞstjDj dr ds:
The ﬁniteness of (8) for i ¼ 1 completes the proof. &
Lemma 18. If ðA;H;DÞ is a QC2 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple then
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; t½jDj; a	gjj1pCa;p;fp tpþ2;
where fT ; Sg ¼ TS þ ST :
Proof. Again we write h ¼ f 1=2p ; and again this is just a computation.
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; t½jDj; a	gjj1
¼ jjhðtjDjÞ½hðtjDjÞ; a	 þ ½hðtjDjÞ; a	hðtjDjÞ
 hðtjDjÞh0ðtjDjÞt½jDj; a	  t½jDj; a	hðtjDjÞh0ðtjDjÞjj1
pjj½hðtjDjÞ; a	  th0ðtjDjÞ½jDj; a	jjNjjhðtjDjÞjj1
þ jj½hðtjDjÞ; a	  t½jDj; a	h0ðtjDjÞjjNjjhðtjDjÞjj1
ptpþ2Cp
Z
R
jbhðxÞx2j dx:
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The ﬁnal inequality follows from Lemma 14 and writing [1]
AðtÞ :¼ ½hðtjDjÞ; a	  h0ðtjDjÞ½tjDj; a	;
we have
AðtÞ ¼
Z
R
hˆðuÞ
Z 1
0
ðeiutsjDj½iutjDj; a	eiutð1sÞjDj  eiutjDj½iutjDj; a	Þ ds du
¼
Z
R
hˆðuÞ
Z 1
0
eiutsjDj½½iutjDj; a	; eiutð1sÞjDj	 ds du
¼ 
Z
R
hˆðuÞ
Z 1
0
eiutsjDj
Z 1
0
eiutð1sÞrjDj½iutð1 sÞjDj; ½iutjDj; a		eiutð1sÞð1rÞjDj
 ds dr du:
A similar result holds for BðtÞ ¼ ½hðtjDjÞ; a	  ½tjDj; a	h0ðtjDjÞ: In both cases
jjAðtÞjjN and jjBðtÞjjN are Oðt2Þ as t-0: The ﬁniteness of (8) for i ¼ 2 completes
the proof. &
Estimates like those presented in the last two lemmas may be regarded as
approximate extensions of familiar rules of calculus to the ‘quantum’ setting. Both
the previous lemmas extend to a large class of functions, but as we only require these
very particular results, we do not pursue these matters here.
3.4. From the Chern character to a Hochschild cocycle
Now that we know something about fp; we can begin the proof. The ﬁrst step is to
bring jDj into the picture, and to do so in a way that will allow us, eventually, to
make use of its summability.
Lemma 19 (Benameur and Fack [1], Gracia-Bondia et al. [21]). Let pX1 be integral
and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC0 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple with D
invertible. Let c ¼Pi ai0#?#aip be a Hochschild p-cycle. Then
/IChðFÞ; cS ¼  lim
t-0
lp
X
i
tðGai0½F ; ai1	?½F ; aip1	F ½ fpðtjDjÞ; aip	Þ;
where F ¼ DjDj1:
Proof. Ignore i momentarily, and set A ¼ Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	: As t-0 we have
fpðtjDjÞ-1 (strong operator topology), so
/IChðFÞ; cS ¼ lim
t-0
t0ð fpðtjDjÞAÞ:
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Here we have used FfpðtjDjÞ ¼ fpðtjDjÞF to see that the right-hand side is equal to
tð fpðtjDjÞFðFA þ AFÞÞ:
As FðFA þ AFÞ is trace class, [14, I.6.1, p. 93] shows that the above equality holds.
For t40; the operator fpðtjDjÞ is trace class by Lemma 14, so we may replace t0
by t; using Eq. (2). Making this change and expanding the last factor of A gives
t0ð fpðtjDjÞAÞ ¼ tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	FapfpðtjDjÞÞ
 tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	apFfpðtjDjÞÞ:
Using the fact that a-½F ; a	 is a derivation, we can use Lemma 3 andX
i
bðai0#ai1#?#aipÞ ¼ 0;
to see that
tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	apFfpðtjDjÞÞ  tðGapa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	FfpðtjDjÞÞ ¼ 0;
as this is a Hochschild coboundary paired with a Hochschild cycle. This proves the
Lemma. &
Note this only works when we pair with a Hochschild cycle. For an arbitrary chain
we cannot swap ap around to the front. Nevertheless, for any a0;y; apAA we can
deﬁne a one-parameter family of multilinear functionals
ctða0;y; apÞ :¼ lptðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	Þ
and we have already shown that the pairing of the Chern character with Hochschild
cycles is given by pairing the Hochschild cycle with ct and taking the limit as t-0:
However, we have not yet deﬁned a multilinear functional which represents IChF : If
we knew that for all a0;y; apAA
fða0;y; apÞ :¼ lim
t-0
ctða0;y; apÞ
existed, and we could show that bf ¼ 0; then we would have
½f	 ¼ ½IChF 	AHHðA;AÞ:
In general we cannot assert the existence of the above limit, and this is why we do not
yet have a representative of the Hochschild class of the Chern character.
The strategy is to show that jctða0;y; apÞj is bounded as t-0 for any
a0;y; apAA; so that we may deﬁne a functional by taking the o-limit. We will
then rewrite this result in terms of the associated Dixmier trace. Once achieved, we
will have a well-deﬁned multilinear functional onA which depends on the choice of
o: However, the pairing of this functional with Hochschild cycles will return the true
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limit, no matter what choice of o is employed. This is the origin of Corollary 11, but
the precise form must wait until we have identiﬁed fo as a representative of the
Hochschild class.
So to begin, let us obtain the estimate which will allow us to show that ct is
bounded.
Lemma 20. Let pX1 and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC1 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral
triple with D invertible. Then
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	jjðp;1Þ is bounded as t-0:
Proof. We have the estimate, Lemma 17, for all pX1
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	jj1pC˜f tpþ1jj½jDj; a	jjN:
So for p ¼ 1 we are done. For p41 we have the interpolation inequality
jjT jjðp;1ÞpCpjjT jj1=p1 jjT jj11=pN ; TAL1:
In Lemma 17 we also estimated the norm, obtaining
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	jjN ¼ OðtÞ
which allows us to ﬁnish the proof since
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	jjðp;1ÞpCfp;pðtpþ1Þ1=pt11=p ¼ Cfp;p: &
Remark. The use of the interpolation inequality in the previous proof is standard in
the type I setting, [10, IV, Appendix B]. For the type II case we note that it is
sufﬁcient to obtain the result for the commutative von Neumann algebra LNð0;NÞ
and apply the results of [15].
Lemma 21. Let pX1 and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC1 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral
triple with D invertible. Then for all a0;y; apAA the function
t-ctða0;y; apÞ
is bounded as t-0:
Proof. By Lemma 1, ½F ; ai	ALðp;NÞ; i ¼ 1;y; p: So
Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	FALðq;NÞ;
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where q ¼ p=ðp  1Þ ( for p ¼ 1 replace the ðq;NÞ norm with the operator norm).
The Ko¨the dual of Lðp;1Þ is Lðq;NÞ; so as t-0
jctða0;y; apÞjp jjGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jjðq;NÞjj½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	jjðp;1Þ
pCfp;pjjGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jjðq;NÞ;
by Lemma 20. &
As ct is bounded as t-0; we are justiﬁed in taking the o-limit of the function
1=t-ctða0;y; apÞ; for t sufﬁciently small.
Deﬁnition 9. For pX1 and ðA;H;DÞ a QC1 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple,
set
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼ O-lim
1=t-N
ctða0;y; apÞ
for any ( ﬁxed) functional O satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.
Remark. From what we have shown already, zp is a representative of the Hochschild
class of the Chern character of ðA;H;DÞ; and when zp is evaluated on a Hochschild
cycle, the O limit is a true limit. Thus the value of zp on Hochschild cycles is
independent of the choice of Dixmier functional o; whether o satisﬁes the extra
invariance conditions of Theorem 6 or not.
We need a preliminary result before we can obtain our ﬁrst formula for zp in terms
of the Dixmier trace associated to the functional O:
Lemma 22. Let ðA;H;DÞ be a QC2 ðp;NÞ-summable spectral triple, with pX1 and
D invertible. Then
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; ½tjDj; a	gjjðp;1Þ-0 as t-0;
where fT ; Sg ¼ TS þ ST :
Proof. By Lemma 18, we can estimate the trace norm by
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; ½tjDj; a	gjj1pCtpþ2:
This completes the proof for p ¼ 1; and for p41 we will employ interpolation as in
Lemma 20. In Lemma 18 we also estimated the operator norm of this difference,
obtaining
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; ½tjDj; a	gjjN ¼ Oðt2Þ:
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Applying the interpolation inequality
jjT jjðp;1ÞpCjjT jj1=p1 jjT jj11=pN ;
yields
jj½ fpðtjDjÞ; a	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; ½tjDj; a	gjjðp;1ÞpCf ;pðtpþ2Þ1=pt22=p ¼ Cf ;pt-0: &
With these tools in hand, we can now obtain our ﬁrst Dixmier trace formula for zp:
This result is where we use the invariance properties of the Dixmier functional O; as
this is a necessary condition for Theorem 7 to hold, at least when p ¼ 1:
Proposition 23. If pX1; k ¼ maxf2; p  2g and ðA;H;DÞ is a QCk ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple with D invertible, then for all a0;y; apAA
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ:
Proof. We begin by noting that we can write ctða0;y; apÞ as
 lpt Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F 1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; tdðapÞg þ ½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	

 1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; tdðapÞg
		
:
This addition of zero inside the trace is justiﬁed as fp
0ðtjDjÞ is trace class and dðapÞ is
bounded. Thus the O-limit O-lim1=t-N ctða0;y; apÞ; is given by the sum of two
terms,
lp O-lim
1=t-N
t Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F 1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; tdðapÞg
 	
ð9Þ
lp O-lim
1=t-N
t Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; tdðapÞg
 	 	
: ð10Þ
The second term, (10), is zero. To see this, we use the same estimates as in Lemma 21,
t Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	  1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; tdðapÞg
 	 	
pjjGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jjðq;NÞjj½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	 
1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; tdðapÞgjjðp;1Þ
pCfp;ptjjGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jjðq;NÞ-0 as t-0;
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the last inequality following from Lemma 22. Here we again replace the ðq;NÞ norm
by the operator norm when p ¼ 1: Hence the (ordinary) limit of the second
term exists and is zero. This means that the ﬁrst term (9), is bounded as t-0; by
Lemma 21, so we have
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼  lp O-lim
1=t-N
tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½ fpðtjDjÞ; ap	Þ
¼  lp O-lim
1=t-N
tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F 1
2
f fp0ðtjDjÞ; ½tjDj; ap	gÞ;
the second line following from Lemma 22 and the above argument. Using
fp
0ðtjDjÞ ¼  p
Gðp
2
þ 1Þ t
p1jDjp1et2D2 ;
we have
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼
plp
2Gðp
2
þ 1Þ O-lim1=t-N tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jDj
p1
tpet
2D2 ½jDj; ap	Þ
þ plp
2Gðp
2
þ 1Þ O-lim1=t-N tðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½jDj; ap	jDj
p1
tpet
2D2Þ:
For p ¼ 1; 2; we use Lemma 2 and Theorem 7 to obtain
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼
plp
2
tOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jDj1½jDj; ap	Þ
þ plp
2
tOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½jDj; ap	jDj1Þ:
As
dðapÞjDj1 ¼ jDj1d2ðapÞjDj1 þ jDj1dðapÞ;
we may commute the jDj1 past dðapÞ in the second term, only picking up a term
which vanishes under the Dixmier trace. Hence
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ:
For p42; we use the fact that jDjp2et2D2 and jDjet2D2 are trace class, to rewrite
zpða0;y; apÞ as
plp
2Gðp
2
þ 1Þ O-lim1=t-N tðt
pet
2D2 jDj½jDj; ap	Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	jDjp2FÞ
þ plp
2Gðp
2
þ 1Þ O-lim1=t-N tðGt
pet
2D2 jDjp2a0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½jDj; ap	jDjÞ:
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Now Lemma 2 (and the fact that jDj commutes with G) tells us that both of these
terms are the trace of a bounded operator times tpet
2D2 : So, by Theorem 7, see also
[6], we have
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼
1
2
plptOðjDj½jDj; ap	Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jDj2Þ
þ 1
2
plptOðjDj2Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½jDj; ap	jDjÞ:
Since ½F ; ai	; ½F ; dðaiÞ	 and jDj1 are in Lðp;NÞ; commuting jDj through these
expressions gives, modulo terms of trace class which are killed by the Dixmier trace,
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼
1
2
plptOð½jDj; ap	Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F jDj1Þ
þ 1
2
plptOðjDj1Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	F ½jDj; ap	Þ:
In the ﬁrst term we may cycle dðapÞ around to the end using the trace property of the
Dixmier trace (since dðapÞ is bounded while the product of the remaining terms is in
Lð1;NÞ), while in the second we may commute the jDj1 through the product,
picking up trace class terms from each commutator and these vanish. So
zpða0;y; apÞ ¼
1
2
plptOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ
þ 1
2
plptOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ
¼ plptOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ: & ð11Þ
Lemma 24. Let pX1; k ¼ maxf2; p  2g and let ðA;H;DÞ be a QCk ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple with D invertible. If o is any Dixmier functional then the
multilinear functional *zp defined by
*zpða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ
represents the Hochschild class of the Chern character.
Proof. Let O be a Dixmier functional satisfying the additional requirements of
Theorem 6. Then by Proposition 23, the Hochschild class of the Chern character is
represented by
zpða0;y; apÞ :¼ plptOðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ:
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Let
P
i a
i
0#a
i
1#?#a
i
p be a Hochschild cycle, and write the operator
plp
X
i
Ga0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap1	D1½jDj; ap	
as a sum T1  T2 þ iT3  iT4 where TiX0; i ¼ 1;y; 4 and TiALð1;NÞ: ThenX
i
zpðai0;y; aipÞ ¼ tOðT1Þ  tOðT2Þ þ itOðT3Þ  itOðT4Þ
¼ O-lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
mtðT1Þ dt ?
 iO-lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
mtðT4Þ dt
¼ lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
mtðT1Þ dt ?
 i lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
mtðT4Þ dt
¼ o-lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
mtðT1Þ dt ?
 io-lim
t-N
1
logð1þ tÞ
Z t
0
mtðT4Þ dt
¼
X
i
*zpðai0;y; aipÞ:
The equality between the O-limit and the true limit follows from Lemma 19 and
Proposition 23, sinceX
i
zpðai0;y; aipÞ ¼ O-lim
1=t-N
X
i
ctðai0;y; aipÞ
¼ lim
t-0
X
i
ctðai0;y; aipÞ:
Since this is a true limit, any Dixmier functional will also return the same value. Note
that we are not asserting that Proposition 23 is true for an arbitrary Dixmier
functional o; nor are we asserting that zp and *zp are equal as multilinear functionals.
What we are asserting is that it makes sense to apply either of to or tO to any ﬁnite
sum of operators of the form
plp
X
i
Gai0½F ; ai1	?½F ; aip1	D1½jDj; aip	; aijAA
and moreover, that if c ¼Pi ai0#ai1#?#aip is a Hochschild cycle, then to and tO
yield the same result. The end result of this is that to  tO vanishes on all Hochschild
cycles. Hence to is cohomologous to tO; and so toA½IChF 	: &
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Corollary 25. Let pX1; k ¼ maxf2; p  2g and let ðA;H;DÞ be a QCk ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple with D invertible. For any Hochschild cycleP
i a
i
0#a
i
1#?#a
i
p; the operator
plp
X
i
Gai0½F ; ai1	?½F ; aip1	D1½jDj; aip	
is measurable.
3.5. Identification of ½fo	 as the Hochschild class
We now come to the cohomological part of the argument where we relate zp to the
functional fo appearing in the statement of Theorem 10. As mentioned, this part of
the proof closely follows [21, pp. 477–478].
For any choice of Dixmier functional o; deﬁne cochains zk; 1pkpp; by
zkða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½F ; a1	?D1½jDj; ak	?½F ; ap	Þ:
These are well deﬁned as the argument of the Dixmier trace in each case is an element
of Lð1;NÞ as is readily checked using Lemma 1. Note that here we are replacing the
deﬁnition of zp given in Deﬁnition 9, where we required a Dixmier functional
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6, by the above deﬁnition using a general
Dixmier functional. The two deﬁnitions yield cohomologous Hochschild cocycles by
Lemma 24.
Lemma 26. Let pX1 be integral and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC2 ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple with D invertible. The cochains z1;y; zp are Hochschild
cocycles which are mutually cohomologous.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that the zk are Hochschild cocycles. First we need to rewrite zk:
We wish to rewrite D1dðakÞ as dðakÞD1þ something in Lðp=2;NÞ: First,
½jDj1; T 	 ¼ jDj1½jDj; T 	jDj1; ð12Þ
where T ¼ ½jDj; a	; a; ½D; a	 or ½F ; a	: So
D1dðakÞ ¼ FdðakÞjDj1  F jDj1d2ðakÞjDj1
and the latter term is in Lðp=2;NÞ: Using Lemma 1, we see that
FdðakÞjDj1 ¼ dðakÞD1 þ ½F ; dðakÞ	jDj1
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is equal to dðakÞD1 moduloLðp=2;NÞ: Since each ½F ; aj	ALðp;NÞ; if TALðp=2;NÞ then
we have
½F ; a1	?½F ; ak1	T ½F ; akþ1	?½F ; ap	AL1: ð13Þ
Hence
zkða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½jDj; ak	D1½F ; akþ1	?½F ; ap	Þ:
To move D1 all the way to the right, we note that because F 2 ¼ 1; F ½F ; T 	 ¼
½F ; T 	F for all TAN; we have
zkða0;y; apÞ ¼ ð1ÞpkplptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½jDj; ak	jDj1½F ; akþ1	?½F ; ap	FÞ:
Now
jDj1½F ; a	 ¼ ½F ; a	jDj1 þ ½jDj1; ½F ; a		 ¼ ½F ; a	jDj1  jDj1½F ; dðaÞ	jDj1
and so the operators jDj1½F ; a	 and ½F ; a	jDj1 differ by an element of Lðp=3;NÞ
(where for po3 we mean the trace class).
Thus we can move D1 to the right to obtain
zkða0;y; apÞ ¼ ð1ÞpkplptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½jDj; ak	?½F ; ap	D1Þ:
Applying Lemma 3 and using the trace property of to; we ﬁnd that the Hochschild
coboundary of zk is given by
ðbzkÞða0;y; apþ1Þ ¼ ð1Þk1plptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½jDj; ak	?½F ; ap	½D1; apþ1	Þ:
Repeating the argument of Eqs. (12) and (13) shows that this is zero.
The second statement requires that we produce p Hochschild ðp  1Þ-cocycles
Zk; k ¼ 1;y; p; such that
bZkða0;y; apÞ ¼ zk  zk1:
The difference on the right-hand side is given by
ð1ÞpkplptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ak2	ð½F ; ak1	dðakÞ þ dðak1Þ½F ; ak	Þ
 ½F ; akþ1	?½F ; ap	D1Þ:
Set Rk;k1 ¼ ½F ; ak1	dðakÞ þ dðak1Þ½F ; ak	: Then we have
½F ; dðak1akÞ	 ¼ Rk;k1 þ ak1½F ; dðakÞ	 þ ½F ; dðak1Þ	ak: ð14Þ
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So the linear map a-½F ; dðaÞ	 is ‘almost’ a derivation. Deﬁning
Zkða0;y; ap1Þ :¼ ð1ÞpplptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; dðakÞ	?½F ; ap1	D1Þ;
it is straightforward to show that bZk ¼ zk  zk1 using Eq. (14) and Lemma 3. &
Proposition 27. Let pX1 be integral and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC2 ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple with D invertible. The cochain fo  1pðz1 þ?þ zpÞ is a
Hochschild coboundary.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap	jDjpÞ
is equal to the cochain *fo given by
*foða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½D; a1	jDj1½D; a2	jDj1?½D; ap	jDj1Þ:
To do this, we use the argument of Eq. (12) in the last lemma to write
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap1	ðjDj1½D; ap	jDjpþ1
þ jDj1dð½D; ap	ÞjDjpÞÞ:
The second term is trace class, and so
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ plptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap1	jDj1½D; ap	jDjpþ1Þ:
Repeating this process of moving one factor of jDj1 to the left at a time (which only
requires the triple to be QC1) we see that fo ¼ *fo:
Next write
½D; aj	jDj1 ¼ ½F ; aj	 þ dðajÞD1 þ ½F ; dðajÞ	jDj1;
and observe that by Lemma 1 ½F ; dðajÞ	jDj1ALðp=2;NÞ: This allows us to replace
½D; aj 	jDj1 by ½F ; aj 	 þ dðajÞD1
in the formula for *fo ¼ fo; using an observation similar to that in Eq. (13) in the
previous lemma. Making this substitution will produce 2p functionals, and we will
deal with them in order of how many terms of the form dðajÞD1 they contain. First,
we deal with the single functional containing no dðajÞD1 terms, which is given by
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lptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	Þ: Now a0 ¼ F ½F ; a0	 þ Fa0F ; and F ½F ; a0	½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	 is
trace class. So
lptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	Þ ¼ ð1ÞplptoðGFa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	FÞ
¼ ð1Þp1ð1ÞptoðFGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	FÞ
¼  lptoðGa0½F ; a1	?½F ; ap	Þ:
Hence this functional is zero. The functionals containing precisely one dðajÞD1 term
add up to p1ðz1 þ?þ zpÞ:
So now we come to the functionals containing two or more terms dðajÞD1: So in
the following suppose that DðaÞ ¼ ½F ; a	 or dðaÞ; and consider a functional with a
total of l terms of the form dðaÞD1; 2plpp: We begin by considering functionals
with two consecutive dðaÞD1 terms. So, modulo an overall sign arising from moving
all powers of D1 to the right, we need to show that
cjða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0Dða1Þ?Dðaj1ÞdðajÞdðajþ1ÞDðajþ2Þ?DðapÞDlÞ
is a coboundary. Now
d2ðajajþ1Þ ¼ 2dðajÞdðajþ1Þ þ ajd2ðajþ1Þ þ d2ðajÞajþ1;
so d2 is almost a derivation, and is well deﬁned on A since we suppose that
ðA;H;DÞ is QC2: Setting
wjða0;y; ap1Þ ¼
1
2
ð1Þ jlptoðGa0Dða1Þ?d2ðajÞ?Dðap1ÞDlÞ;
we have, by Lemma 3,
ðbwjÞða0;y; apÞ ¼ cjða0;y; apÞ:
So now we are left with functionals in which we do not have two consecutive
dðajÞD1 terms. We will show that such functionals are cohomologous to functionals
with consecutive dðajÞD1 terms, and so are coboundaries by the previous
argument. Again suppose that we have a total of l; 2plpp; dðajÞD1 terms.
Consider ﬁrst
xj; jþ2ða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0Dða1Þ?Dðaj1ÞdðajÞDðajþ1Þdðajþ2Þ?DðapÞDlÞ;
where again DðaÞ ¼ ½F ; a	 or dðaÞ: Let
xjða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0Dða1Þ?Dðaj1ÞdðajÞdðajþ1ÞDðajþ2Þ?DðapÞDlÞ;
which is the same as xj; jþ2 except we have swapped the derivations on the
j þ 1 and j þ 2 terms, and introduced an overall minus sign. The difference
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ðxj; jþ2  xjÞða0;y; apÞ is given by
lptoðGa0Dða1Þ?Dðajþ1ÞdðajÞðDðajþ1Þdðajþ2Þ þ dðajþ1ÞDðajþ2ÞÞ?DðapÞDlÞ
and this is a coboundary. This is because D and d are commuting derivations so that
Dðdðajþ1ajþ2ÞÞ ¼ ajþ1Dðdðajþ2ÞÞ þ Dðdðajþ1ÞÞajþ2 þ Dðajþ1Þdðajþ2Þ þ dðajþ1ÞDðajþ2Þ:
Consequently, setting
wða0;y; ap1Þ ¼ ð1Þ jlptoðGa0Dða1Þ?Dðdðajþ1ÞÞ?Dðap1ÞDlÞ;
Lemma 3 along with the argument following Eq. (14) shows that
ðbwÞða0;y; apÞ ¼ xj; jþ2  xj:
Thus any of the functionals containing two or more dðajÞD1 terms are
cohomologous to zero. This completes the proof. &
This proves Theorem 10 for the case whereD has bounded inverse. That this is the
case is due to the fact that we can now express the pairing of the Chern character
with Hochschild homology in terms of any of the functionals zk; which is the same as
employing p1ðz1 þ?þ zpÞ; and the last proposition says this is the same as
employing fo: Theorem 10 is also true for the case where D does not have bounded
inverse; the remaining details are in Appendix A.
We can also complete the proof of Corollary 11. Let o and O be any two Dixmier
functionals, and
P
i a
i
0#a
i
1#?#a
i
p a Hochschild cycle. ThenX
i
fo ðai0;y; aipÞ ¼
X
i
plf toðGai0½D; ai1	?½D; aip	jDjpÞ
¼
X
i
plf toðGai0½F ; ai1	?½F ; aip1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ
¼
X
i
plf tOðGai0½F ; ai1	?½F ; aip1	D1½jDj; ap	Þ
¼
X
i
plf tOðGai0½D; ai1	?½D; aip	jDjpÞ
¼
X
i
plffOðai0;y; aipÞ:
The ﬁrst equality is the deﬁnition of fo; the second follows from Lemma 26 and
Proposition 27, the third follows from the measurability obtained in Lemma 24 and
Corollary 25, and the ﬁnal two equalities follow from Lemma 26 and Proposition 27
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and the deﬁnition. Hence the operatorX
i
Gai0½D; ai1	?½D; aip	jDjp
is measurable, and Corollary 11 is proved.
Appendix A
Our chief remaining task is to determine the effects on our representative
fo of the Hochschild class of the Chern character of replacing ðA;H;DÞ by
ðA;H2;DmÞ:
In [10, III.1.b; Proposition 15], Connes shows that if fAZnlðAÞ is a cyclic
cocycle, then Sf :¼ f#s is a Hochschild coboundary. Here # is the cup product,
[10, pp. 191–193], and s deﬁned by sð1; 1; 1Þ ¼ 1 is the cyclic cocycle generating
the cyclic cohomology of C: It is important to realise that s is a Hochschild
coboundary.
To deﬁne the periodicity operator on arbitrary cyclic cochains, one must introduce
antisymmetrisation and some normalisation constants. This is not an appropriate
procedure for Hochschild cochains, and it is in fact simply the cup product by the
cyclic cocycle (Hochschild coboundary) s which is important for us. Consequently,
for any Hochschild cycle f; we shall denote by Sf the Hochschild cocycle f#s:
Note that this is not the usual deﬁnition of the periodicity operator S; but our
deﬁnition coincides with the usual deﬁnition on cyclic cocycles. The important
point is that if f is a Hochschild cocycle, then f#s is a Hochschild coboundary,
[10, p. 194].
Our strategy is to show that the representative of the Hochschild class of the
Chern character we obtain in Theorem 10 when we use the operator
D m
m D
 	
differs from our stated result by Hochschild coboundaries.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let pX1 be integral and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC2 ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple. Let ðA;H2;DmÞ be the ‘double’ of ðA;H;DÞ; and
deﬁne
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap	ðm2 þD2Þp=2Þ
¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap	ð1þD2Þp=2Þ;
fomða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0½Dm; a1	?½Dm; ap	jDmjpÞ:
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For kop we deﬁne
*fkoða0;y; akÞ ¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ak	ðm2 þD2Þp=2Þ
¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ak	ð1þD2Þp=2Þ:
The equalities in the deﬁnition follow from
ðm2 þD2Þ1  ðn2 þD2Þ1 ¼ ðn2  m2Þðm2 þD2Þ1ðn2 þD2Þ1;
which, by the BKS inequality [2], implies that
ðm2 þD2Þp=2  ðn2 þD2Þp=2AL1:
Hence toðAðm2 þD2Þp=2Þ ¼ toðAðn2 þD2Þp=2Þ for all bounded AAN and
n; m40:
It is straightforward to show using Lemma 3 and/or Lemma 13 that all of the
functionals in Deﬁnition A.1 are Hochschild cocycles. The explicit formula for f#s
where f is any of the above (n-)cocycles, is [10, p. 193],
ðf#sÞða0;y; anþ2Þ ¼fða0a1a2da3?danþ2TÞ
þ fða0da1ða2a3Þda4?danþ2TÞ þ?
þ fða0da1?dai1ðaiaiþ1Þdaiþ2?danþ2TÞ þ?
þ fða0da1?danðanþ1anþ2ÞTÞ;
where da denotes ½D; a	 and we have written T generically for ð1þD2Þp=2 or
jDmjp; etc.
We can now state the main result of the appendix.
Proposition A.2. Let pX1 be integral and suppose that ðA;H;DÞ is a QC2 ðp;NÞ-
summable spectral triple. Let ðA;H2;DmÞ be the ‘double’ of ðA;H;DÞ: Then for all
a0;y; apAA
fomða0;y; apÞ ¼ foða0;y; apÞ þ
X½p=2	
i¼1
ð1Þim2i 1
i!
ðSi *fp2io Þða0;y; apÞ:
Proof. We begin by deﬁning a collection of operators Sˆi; iX1; which we will use to
work with elements of ODðAÞ; the graded algebra generated byA and ½D;A	; rather
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than with the cocycles. We deﬁne Sˆ :A#nþ1-On2D ðAÞ; for any n by
Sˆða0Þ ¼ Sˆða0; a1Þ ¼ 0;
Sˆða0;y; anÞ ¼
Xn1
i¼1
a0dða1Þ?dðai1Þaiaiþ1 dðaiþ2Þ?dðanÞ:
Here and below we write dðaÞ ¼ ½D; a	: To deﬁne ‘powers’ of Sˆ; we employ the
inductive deﬁnition
Sˆkða0;y; anÞ ¼ Sˆk1
Xn1
i¼1
a0dða1Þ?dðai1Þaiaiþ1dðaiþ2Þ?dðanÞ
 !
¼ Sˆk2
Xn1
i¼1
Sˆða0;y; ai1Þaiaiþ1dðaiþ2Þ?dðanÞ
 !
þ Sˆk2
Xn1
i¼1
a0dða1Þ?dðai1ÞSˆðaiaiþ1; akþ2;y; anÞ
 !
¼
Xk1
j¼0
k  1
j
 	 Xn1
i¼1
Sˆ jða0;y; ai1ÞSˆkj1ðaiaiþ1;y; anÞ:
It is tedious but not difﬁcult to check that
ðSifÞða0;y; anÞ ¼ fðSˆiða0;y; anÞÞ ðA:1Þ
for any of the Hochschild cocycles deﬁned in Deﬁnition A.1 (regarded as functionals
on ODðAÞ).
We claim that for any nX0 the product a0½Dm; a1	?½Dm; an	 is given by
a0dða1Þ?dðanÞ
þP½n=2	i¼1 1i!ð1Þim2iSˆiða0;y; anÞ
ma0dða1Þ?dðan1Þan
þP½ðn1Þ=2	i¼1 m2iþ1ð1Þi 1i!
Sˆiða0;y; an1Þan
0 0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA: ðA:2Þ
Indeed, this is easy to verify for n ¼ 1; 2: So if we suppose it to be true for all kon
then using
½Dm; an	 ¼
dðanÞ man
man 0
 	
;
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we ﬁnd that a0½Dm; a1	?½Dm; an	 is given by (writing ci ¼ 1i! ð1Þim2i)
a0dða1Þ?dðan1Þ
þP½ðn1Þ=2	i¼1 ciSˆiða0;y; an1Þ
ma0dða1Þ?dðan2Þan1
þmP½ðn2Þ=2	i¼1 ciSˆiða0;y; an2Þan1
0 0
0BB@
1CCA½Dm; an	
¼
a0dða1Þ?dðanÞ
þP½ðn1Þ=2	i¼1 ciSˆiða0;y; an1Þ dðanÞ
m2P½ðn2Þ=2	i¼0 ciSˆiða0;y; an2Þan1an
ma0dða1Þ?dðan1Þan
þP½ðn1Þ=2	i¼1 ciSˆiða0;y; an1Þan
0 0
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA:
In order to simplify this expression we note that
Sˆða0;y; an1ÞdðanÞ ¼ Sˆða0;y; anÞ  a0dða1Þ?dðan2Þan1an ðA:3Þ
and for i41
Sˆiða0;y; an1ÞdðanÞ ¼ Sˆiða0;y; anÞ  iSˆi1ða0;y; an2Þan1an:
To see this, one ﬁrst veriﬁes the statement for i ¼ 2 (which is straightforward using
Eq. (A.3) and a calculation similar to that below), and then we use induction. The
computation is as follows.
Sˆkþ1ða0;y; anÞ ¼
Xk
j¼0
k
j
 	 Xn1
i¼1
Sˆ jða0;y; ai1ÞSˆkjðaiaiþ1;y; anÞ
¼
Xk1
j¼0
k
j
 	Xn1
i¼1
Sˆ jða0;y; ai1ÞSˆkjðaiaiþ1;y; an1ÞdðanÞ
þ
Xk1
j¼0
k
j
 	
ðk  jÞ
Xn1
i¼1
Sˆ jða0;y; ai1ÞSˆkj1ðaiaiþ1;y; an2Þan1an
þ
Xn2
i¼1
Sˆkða0;y; ai1Þaiaiþ1dðaiþ2Þ?dðanÞ
þ Sˆkða0;y; an2Þan1an ðA:4Þ
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¼
Xk
j¼0
k
j
 	Xn2
i¼1
Sˆ jða0;y; ai1ÞSˆkjðaiaiþ1;y; an1ÞdðanÞ
þ k
Xk1
j¼0
k  1
j
 	 Xn1
i¼1
Sˆ jða0;y; ai1ÞSˆkj1ðaiaiþ1;y; an2Þ
 an1an þ Sˆkða0;y; an2Þan1an ðA:5Þ
¼ Sˆkþ1ða0;y; an1ÞdðanÞ þ ðk þ 1ÞSˆkða0;y; an2Þan1an: ðA:6Þ
The ﬁrst line here follows from the deﬁnition. In (A.4) we apply the inductive
hypothesis to the second term in each product, for jak; and for j ¼ k we split the
sum into the ﬁrst n  2 terms, and the ðn  1Þ-st. For jak we notice that the ðn  1Þ-
st term of the sum is zero, by the deﬁnition of Sˆ; so in (A.5) we collect all these sums
of n  2 terms. We also use the combinatorial identity
ðk  jÞ k
j
 	
¼ k k  1
j
 	
:
Finally, applying the deﬁnition of Sˆ we obtain the result (A.6).
Thus we have
X½ðn1Þ=2	
i¼1
ciSˆ
iða0;y; an1Þ dðanÞ  m2
X½ðn2Þ=2	
i¼0
ciSˆ
iða0;y; an2Þan1an
¼
P½n=2	
i¼1 ðciSˆiða0;y; an1Þ dðanÞ þ iciSˆi1ða0;y; an2Þan1anÞ n odd
P½ðn1Þ=2	
i¼1 ðciSˆiða0;y; an1ÞdðanÞ þ iciSˆi1ða0;y; an2Þan1an
þmnð1Þn=2 1ð½n=2	  1Þ! Sˆ
½n=2	1ða0;y; an2Þan1an n even
8>>><>>>>:
¼
P½n=2	
i¼1 ciSˆ
iða0;y; anÞ n odd
P½ðn1Þ=2	
i¼1 ciSˆ
iða0;y; anÞ
þmnð1Þn=2 1ð½n=2	  1Þ! Sˆ
½n=2	1ða0;y; an2Þan1an n even
8>>><>>>>:
In the odd case we have used ½ðn  1Þ=2	 ¼ ½n=2	; and we are left with the even case.
For this we note that
kSˆk1ða0;y; a2k2Þa2k1a2k ¼ Sˆkða0;y; a2kÞ;
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since Sˆkða0;y; a2k1Þ ¼ 0; so
mnð1Þn=2 1ð½n=2	  1Þ! Sˆ
½n=2	1ða0;y; an2Þan1an
¼ m2½n=2	ð1Þ½n=2	 1½n=2	! Sˆ
½n=2	ða0;y; anÞ:
This completes the inductive step and proves the claim 16. Putting 16 together with
(A.1) now completes the proof. &
Thus the Hochschild class of the Chern character can be represented by the
cocycle
foða0;y; apÞ ¼ lptoðGa0½D; a1	?½D; ap	ð1þD2Þp=2Þ;
the other contributions appearing in Proposition 28 all being coboundaries with no
effect on the Hochschild class.
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